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Mortgages

Borrowing options
in your later years
Retirement is an exciting time; the
start of a new chapter in life. Whilst we
will have worked, saved and prepared
for this moment for a long time, many
of us will find we don’t quite have
enough money to fund all the things
we planned to do.
Luckily, there are an increasing number
of options for borrowing in your later
years, enabling people to stay in their
homes for longer and help fund their
retirement lifestyle.

Mortgage
One option is a traditional
residential ‘capital and repayment’
or ‘interest-only’ mortgage. Many
lenders have increased their upper age
cap limits in recent years, enabling
mortgages to now be applied for by
people up to 80 years old and allowing
mortgage terms that end when a
customer is up to 85 years old.
You’ll have a better chance of being accepted for these
mortgages if you have a good credit history. Your
income will need to be high enough to easily cover the
mortgage payments, so lenders will be looking for
proof of pension income. This is easier to do once you
are retired.However, if you are yet to retire, your
pension provider can give confirmation of your
expected retirement date, current pension pot and
expected retirement income. The mortgage provider
will also be interested in other income you may have,
such as from shares and property investments.

Equity Release
Another option is equity release.
With an Equity Release Mortgage,
you borrow an amount against
a part-share of your home,
either as a one-off lump sum or
a monthly income.
You still own your home, and the payment can be
used for a variety of purposes. These are, most
commonly, to pay off an outstanding mortgage,
pay for a major purchase or unexpected cost,
or simply to help fund your retirement.

Lifetime Mortgage
A Lifetime Mortgage differs to a
traditional Residential Mortgage as
payments do not need to be made
throughout the term of the mortgage.
Instead, the total amount borrowed
plus the interest is repaid when the
house is sold, which is usually after
the borrowers have moved into
a care home or passed away.
Both Equity Release and Lifetime Mortgages will
impact elements such as how much inheritance you
have available to pass on, eligibility for state benefits
and your tax position.
Each of these borrowing options suits different
circumstances so you must carefully consider
which would be best for you in your later years.

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF
YOU DO NOT KEEP UP YOUR REPAYMENTS
ON YOUR MORTGAGE.

You will need to take legal advice
before releasing equity from your home
as Lifetime Mortgages and Home
Reversion plans are not right for
everyone. This is a referral service.

Protection

Reviewing your
pension contributions
Did you know...?
 ender pay gap
G
Pensions for women are £7500
less than mens on average and
yet on average women live for
three years longer than men.
 nation unprepared
A
for retirement
Over half of the British population
admits to either not saving for a
pension or not saving enough for
the retirement that they would like
to live.
 he rise of pensioners
T
In 1901, there were ten people
working for every pensioner. By
2050 it has been predicted that
there will be one pensioner to every
two workers.
The value of your investments can fall
as well as rise, and you may get back
less than you invest.
HM Revenue and Customs practice
and the law relating to taxation are
complex and subject to individual
circumstances and changes which
cannot be foreseen.

As you approach retirement, you probably want to know when
you can afford to stop working. Having worked hard throughout
your career you deserve to enjoy your retirement without having to
worry about your finances. It may be worth reviewing your pension
contributions to make sure you are taking advantage
of the incentives offered by the government and your employer.
Make the most of tax relief…
The government tops up your pension contributions in the form of tax relief at your highest rate of
income tax to encourage you to save. Basic rate taxpayers receive tax relief of 20%, while higher rate
and additional rate taxpayers can claim back 20% and 25% respectively through their tax returns.

..and understand employer contributions
Since 2012, employers have been legally obliged to automatically enrol employees in a pension
scheme, although you can opt out. As an incentive, employers top up employee contributions. The
government increased the minimum contribution to 8% from April 2019 - at least 3% from
employers with employees making up the balance. It is worth remembering that the employee’s
contribution includes tax relief.

Are you saving enough?
There are no fixed rules about how much you should contribute to your pension because of course
everyone’s circumstances are different. However, one rule of thumb is to take the age you started saving
and divide it by two to give you the percentage of your salary which you might wish to put away each
year. So, if you set up your pension at the age of 30, you could aim to pay in 15% of your salary.

Stick within the limits
There are rules covering how much you can contribute, and you could face a hefty tax bill if you break them.
The annual allowance for the 2019/20 tax year is £40,000 or your full salary (whichever is lower), although it
is tapered for anyone earning over £150,000. You can carry forward any unused annual allowance from the
previous three years.
There is also the lifetime allowance – the maximum amount you can withdraw from a pension scheme.
It is currently £1,055,000 and likely to increase with inflation. It’s probably wise to keep a close eye on the
value of your pension if it starts approaching this limit.
Deciding whether or not you can afford to retire is a significant consideration, and so it makes good sense
to regularly review how much you are saving and ensure you are taking full advantage of any incentives.

Pensions

Thanks to pension
freedoms introduced
in 2015, savers over 55
have a wide range of
options when it comes
to drawing from your
savings, and this brings
opportunities although
it’s also easier to make a
mistake.

There are now essentially four
main ways for you to access your
pension savings:
1. B
 uy an annuity which
guarantees an income, typically
for the rest of your life but in some
cases for a fixed period
2. F
 lexi-Access Drawdown allows
you to withdraw from your
savings when you need to, while
the balance remains invested
3. T
 ake it all out as cash with the
first 25% tax free and you pay
income tax at your marginal rate on
the rest, although you may face a
hefty tax bill the following year
4. T
 ake part of it out as cash with
the first 25% tax free with the rest
taxed at your marginal income tax
rate. You can do this as many times
as you like until you no longer have
any pension savings.

The value of investments and any
income from them can fall as well
as rise and you may not get back the
original amount invested.
HM Revenue and Customs practice and
the law relating to taxation are complex
and subject to individual circumstances
and changes which cannot be foreseen.
Information contained in this article
concerning taxation and related
matters are based on Openwork’s
understanding of the present law
and current legislation.

Your pension
savings, your
future options
Why you should consider
modernising your pension

What else do you need to
think about?

As well as giving you greater freedom over
how you access your savings, there are several
other benefits when modernising your
pension:

There are other factors to take into account
when switching to a modern pension.

— Take full control of your pension savings
— Choose when and how to draw an income
to suit your retirement planning
— Keep your options open for drawing an
income in the future
— Optimise your tax efficiency - both on any
money you might leave invested, and
Inheritance Tax.
If your pension plan does not offer all four of
these options, then you should think about
switching it.

Firstly, the chances are the costs will increase.
You may end up paying as much as an extra
1% of the value of your savings annually. So, if
you have saved £200,000, your provider could
charge up to £2,000 more per year. And if you
seek financial advice, your adviser may also
levy a fee, either upfront or as an ongoing
service charge. These additional fees eat into
your pot, but you could equally benefit from
the flexible access as well as greater visibility
and control.
Another consideration is tax. Regardless of
whether you stick with your current pension or
switch to a modern one, your income- other
than the first 25% of a partial or whole lump
sum- is subject to your highest rate of tax.
Seeking professional advice can help you
access your savings in a tax-efficient manner.
There is certainly plenty to consider and it is
wise to regularly explore your current and
potential retirement routes.

